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Brief Introduction

Telling the story of Hansen’s disease to the children of the next generation.
How should society care for those who suffer from Hansen’s disease and the related discrimination and prejudice? What are the relevant medical ethics? We listened to the life stories of nineteen Hansen’s disease patients who survived the most extreme circumstances on an isolated island (Ōshima) in the Seto Inland Sea. This book presents the lessons learned from the wisdom and negative history gleaned from their tragic lives.
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Telling the story of Hansen’s disease to the children of the next generation.

How should society care for those who suffer from Hansen’s disease and its related discrimination and prejudice? What are the relevant medical ethics? We listened to the life stories of 19 Hansen’s disease patients who survived the most extreme circumstances on an isolated island (Ōshima) in the Seto Inland Sea. This book presents the lessons learned from the wisdom and negative history gleaned from their tragic lives.

This book contains the life stories of 19 Hansen’s disease survivors who spent their lives at a Hansen’s disease sanatorium called the National Sanatorium Ōshima Seishoen (in Japan).

Around the world, Hansen’s disease has been stigmatized and the subject of prejudice and discrimination since antiquity due to the changes in appearance it causes. Until the discovery of the magic bullet drug, Promin, the disease could not be suppressed. In addition, when the causative bacteria were discovered, the plan for safeguarding society, from the perspectives of bacteriology and public health, was through isolation.

The characteristics of Hansen’s disease in Japan include the following: 1) the inhumane treatment of Hansen’s disease-affected individuals progressed in the era of the crisis for national survival after defeat in WWII, 2) even after the discovery of the magic bullet drug, the abolishment of the Leprosy Prevention Law was delayed, and thus many survivors who had missed their chance to return to society had to spend their entire lives at sanatoria, and 3) the eradication of Hansen’s disease was sought through lifelong isolation and sterilization, and thus survivors who were not given the chance to raise children are now elderly, and the history of Japan’s Hansen’s disease sanatoria will perish with the deaths of the survivors.

These stories from Hansen’s disease survivors, who have lived through extreme circumstances, are unique in that they can only be told by someone who had the experiences they did, and thus can be considered part of the shared heritage of all humanity. In order to never repeat the cruel lifestyle of the past as described by Hansen’s disease survivors, their stories must be passed down, and we must think deeply about human dignity and medical ethics based on their experiences. In addition, just like existential psychology was born in Auschwitz, the stories of these survivors contain wisdom and human strength that are unique to survivors who have overcome great adversity to reach old age. Now that the average age of
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‘Ana kanashi, yamai wasurete hata-wo furu, hito no kokoro-no ikani to omoeba’
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“I tarry on the deck of the ship as I look at Ōshima and think of the hardships of those who tend to the sick.”

Unveiled New Year’s Day, 1951

Poem by Emperor Showa (Hirohito)
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I. Pathophysiology of Hansen’s disease

Makiko Kondō
Graduate School of Health Sciences, Okayama University
What is Hansen’s disease?

It is a chronic granulomatous inflammatory condition caused by the leprosy bacillus (*Mycobacterium leprae*).

Armauer Hansen discovered the leprosy bacillus in 1873.

Leprosy bacillus imaged using a scanning electron microscope from the footpad of a nude mouse (Image source: Dr. Masanori Matsuoka of the Leprosy Research Center at the National Institute of Infectious Diseases).
Characteristics of infection with the leprosy bacillus 
(*Mycobacterium leprae*) (1)

◇ The **optimum temperature** for *M. leprae* is **30-33°C** (lower than body temperature)

It proliferates in the **peripheral nerves** and **mucosa** near the **surface** (ends of the hands and feet, head, face, nose, eyes, and ears).

* Since the **core temperature** of the body is higher at the **vital organs** necessary for maintaining life (liver, kidneys, pancreas, etc.), they do not proliferate there. Thus, deaths due to organ failure are rare (excluding acute aggravation from the leprosy reaction, weakness around the time of the Pacific War, and the like)

- The parts of the body that are **most visible** are affected by lesions
- Affected individuals must **continue to live** through their changes in appearance.
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